
PSYCHOPATHOLOGY

environment. The writer holds that the endocrine system, with its constant
ebb and flow of chemical activity, its intimate connection with bodily meta-
bolism, and its close relationship with the nervous system, is more fitted to
be the originator and controller of human conduct than the central nervous
system, which tends to automatic machine-like action.

A brief account is given of the way in which the endocrines govern nutri-
tion, direct sexual development, and play a part in self-preservation.

The author's conclusions are: (1) The primitive instincts, based on the
endocrine system; are, in health, harmoniously co-ordinated, each reinforcing
or inhibiting the other for the general welfare of the whole organism. (2) The
resultant of their interaction is represented by the endocrine balance, and this,
acting through the nervous system, determines the affective tone and at the
same time energizes and directs or inhibits the bodily behaviour in response
to stimuli. (3) The gross changes in behaviour, characteristic of mental
disease, have not up to the present been correlated with any definite lesion
in the nervous system; therefore it is justifiable to look elsewhere for the
underlying cause of mental symptoms. (4) The endocrine glands and their
apparently close relationship with the primitive instincts and emotions offer
a field of study which may be prolific in results to the alienist as well as to the
physiologist. (5) There is evidence that the system of endocrine secretions
may be affected pathologically by both psychical and physical causes.
(6) The endocrine system may prove to be the mechanism through which
mental disease is produced.

C. W. FORSYTH.

pVocbopatbolop.
PSYCHOLOGY.

[87] Freud's theory of wit.-J. Y. T. GREIG. Brit. Jour. Med. Psychol.,
1923, iii, 51.

GREIG, though in the main agreeing with Freud's theory of wit, has certain
criticisms to offer. To him all wit appears in ultimate analysis to be aimed,
i.e., to be tendency-wit. The difference between harmless wit and so-called
tendency-wit is a difference only in the degree of precision to which we are
able to bring our behaviour. Further, Greig cannot conceive of a mere
playing with words as productive of pleasure. It is meaning, not sound, that
counts. Thinking or manipulation of thought is not an activity functioning
in its own right, or bringing pleasure on its own account. Rather is it beha-
viour on an upper level, and the end of thought is the aim of the particular
instinct in question, e.g., thinking about love is love-behaviour in the form
of thought. Thus he asserts manipulation of thoughts for their own sake is
mythical; the manipulation is for the sake of achieving some instinctive
purpose; and this so far as wit is concerned is generally an aggressive one.
Finally, Greig considers that in wit there is no economy of psychic energy;
on the contrary, an additional psychic expenditure is demanded. Indeed,
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he would attribute the pleasure derived from wit to the effort put forth
successfully to overcome resistance.

ALFRED CARVER.

[88] Symbolism in the Chinese written language.-JoE ToAi Su--. Psycho-
analytic Review, 1923, x, 183.

THE study of Chinese writing affords an unparalleled opportunity to gather
facts bearing upon the question of symbolism in primitive word formation.
In the construction of the character endless illustrations are found of many
of the most profound psychoanalytic tenets. The earliest form of writing
is that of a simple picture of the idea (pictogram) that it is intended to convey.
Many of the signs for such universal subjects are identical in the early Chinese
and Egyptian records. When an abstract word was desired the next stage
(ideogram) was reached, and this affords instruction in primitive thinking of a
most valuable analytic nature. The formation of the character for 'good'
is compounded of the separate characters for ' boy ' and ' woman,' for to the
Chinese mind the possession of a woman and a son represented the greatest
good known to man. The character for' sun 'written over that for' horizon'
stands for ' morning.' The character for ' dictionary ' is a fine example of
unconscious thinking. It is represented by a child under a roof, meaning
that makers of dictionaries in order to devote time to such work must be
spared the struggle for existence and are, therefore, as children raised under a
shelter. To express the meaning still further, so that writing fell but little
short of spoken language, phonograms came into use by combining ain idea
indicator with a sound indicator. It is the combinations that the Chinese
mind has resorted to in order to enable it to write a new idea that make the
Chinese language one of the greatest repositories of primitive psychology that
are available for further research. Such studies afford an intimate insig,ht into
unconscious human thought at a period more than five thousand years ago.
Many of the mental associations formed by the primitive Chinese are fotund
to be absolutely identical with those of the British of to-day. WiZe speak of a
hard-hearted man; the Chinese say he has a ' jewel heart.' The ideogram
for ' quarrelling ' shows the characters of two women under a roof. The love
of the Chinese for the classics and the teachings of their old philosophers is
comparable to a narcissistic fixation. An awakening, the like of Avhich no
history records, awaits the world when the libido of the Chinese people, noow
entangled in the intricacies of their writing and fixed at the ideographic
period in the evolution of the alphabet, becomes freed and directed towards a
socially constructed national enterprise.

C. S. R.

[89] The scope of vocational selection in industry. J. S. RO-wN-TIEE, Jux.
Jour. Nat. Inst. Industr. Psychol., 1923, i, 240.

FoR success in certain occupations too high intelligence mayT be as detri-
mental as too low intelligence. Both an increase in the efficiency of the
business and a contribution to the success and happiness of the individual
worker should be accomplisbed by vocational selection in industry. Labora-
tory selection tests may not always fulfil our expectations in the workroom
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because new factors may upset the psychologist's calculations, while the
latter can never be sure of creating such an incentive as will make every
worker reach the level of excellence indicated by the results of the tests which
have been applied. The conclusion is come to that we should aim less at
finding an individual quite ideally fitted for a piece of work, than at getting
the best possible group of individuals into a particular workroom. In seeking
to allocate workers to the jobs for which they are best qualified, it is most
essential to ascertain their 'mental-motor ratio,' that is, the ratio between
their innate intellectual capacity and the control of their motor or muscular
mechanism. On this ratio depends susceptibility to fatigue in any particular
job. Having found the worker's ratio, he should be placed in such a job as
will make demand on him in accordance with it. The ideal task for any man
is one which gives free play to, without exhausting, both his mental and motor
capacities. When it is felt that work is extremely monotonous or when the
worker becomes irritable, nervous and unsettled, it is likely that the job
fails to maintain the mental-motor ratio. Monotony is not the characteristic
of any particular task, but is a reaction which particular tasks may produce
in particular workers. At the bottom of the scale will be those jobs needing
workers whose mental-motor ratio shows little intelligence but a considerable
bodily endurance. The lowest grade of mentality which a factory could
utilize would be included in this group, which would mainly be employed on
unskilled labour. As the mentality rises we pass to the semi-skilled worker,
then to the skilled worker and hand worker, and finally to the highest grade
of clerk and secretary. Any grade above this is at present beyond the scope
of vocational tests.

C. S. R.
L90] An experiment on change of work. G. H. MILES and 0. SKILBECK.

Jour. Nat. Inst. Industr. Psychol., 1923, i, 236.
Ax attempt was made to ascertain the effect of a short period of organized
change of work introduced during the work spell when fatigue (as measured
by a fall in output) had begun to operate. An increase of output amounting
to 14-2 per cent. resulted. The importance of arranging material is empha-
sized, so that when the worker enters the factory he may start with the mini-
mum of distraction and interruption. Past experiments of introducing rest
periods have shown such advantages as relief from fatigue, increased output,
and improved health. For its best effect the rest pause should take place
before the workerfeels that he is really fatigued, though in such circumstances
the rest period may not be fully appreciated. Older workers are frequently
of the opinion that time taken off from their work should be at the end and
not the middle of a spell, and many resent the interposition of an organized
period. After a rest period, too, a certain effort is required to reproduce
the attitude of a ' will to work.' If instead of a rest period some change of
work is possible which will afford a complete alteration of mental and physical
activity, those parts of the organism which have become fatigued are relieved;
the worker feels that useful work is being done; and at the same time the
effort necessary to produce two distinct changes of attitude is not needed.
By introducing a definite 'change period' the investigator aimed at retain-
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ing certain advantages of the rest period-the mass effect of all working
together and the mass effect of all obtaining relief together while avoiding
several of its disadvantages. It was concluded that its introduction led to
increased output and materially reduced fatigue towards the end of each
work spell. The experiments made, considered with the opinion of the
workers, indicate that a change period is at least as effective as, and is even
preferable to, a rest period.

C. S. R.

PSYCHOSES.

[91] A case of folie a deux (Su di un caso di pazzia a due).-C. CussixNo.
Riv. di pat. nerv. e ment., 1922, xxvii, 447.

A MIARRIED couple were brought into the asylum, in Milani, after having been
found in a state of great dirt and neglect in a room which they practically had
not left for two years. The wife was neuropathic, and her family history
unsatisfactory. At the time of the menopause she became suspicious and
superstitious. She was inclined to consult palmists, etc., but was afraid to do
so till a gipsy apparently foretold the death of her mother. This precipitated
her psychosis. She acquired an apparatus which she regarded as her good
spirit, who directed her life and told her what to do. She imagined herself
in alliance with God against His enemies, and her mission was to defeat these.
Finally she developed a tuberculous arthritis and was told by her spirit that
she must not leave her room for exactlv twenty-four months in order to be
cured.

The husband had been an industrious worker, but always under the thumb
of his wife, and although he sometimes rebelled against her suspicions and
superstitions, she gradually alienated all their friends, and then he submitted
to her influence. Ic also consulted the good spirit and obeyed its dictates,
feeling himself drawn into the same struggle as his wife against the enemies of
God.

The conditions under which this communicable psychosis develops are
enumerated. (1) The superior intellect of one, the active subject, over the
other, the passivc subject. (2) Communiity of conditions of life and of moral
and material factors. (3) The delusions must be based on something that
might be true and confined within the limits of possible conjecture and inter-
pretation. (4) The existeince of a suitable predisposition in the passive
subject.

That such cases are not merely the result of suggestion is showvn by
examples like the one described, in which the passive subject, when separated
from the active one, ldoes not recover, but slowvly progresses to a state of senile
paranoia like that of the active subject.

RI. G. GORDONT.

[92] Sex development and behaviour in male patients with dementia praecox.
-CHARLES E. GIBBS. Arch. of Neurol. and Psychiat., 1923, ix, 73.

The writer records observations on the gross physical sexual characters
of 325 male patients suffering from dementia praTcox. He also gives the per-
centaae of married patients in 343 cases, and studies the problem of sexual
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